




The Meaning of“Recurrence”of Schizophrenia
 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































One of the main purposes of modern psychiatric treatment for schizophrenia is the
 
prevention of recurrence,primarily by pharmacotherapy. Recurrence occurs because of the
 
discontinuation of treatment or failure of supporting care,which are common in psychiatric
 
practice. However,recurrence is an opportunity to promote disability acceptance. The aims
 
of this study were to determine the meaning of recurrence in disability acceptance among
 
patients with schizophrenia,understand the experience of recurrence,and obtain suggestions
 
for improving nursing care of such patients.
Three schizophrenia patients who experienced recurrence were interviewed regarding their
 
life history, disease progression from its onset to recurrence, and their present condition.
Qualitative and inductive analyses of the data were performed using a phenomenological
 
approach. The primary results obtained from this study were as follows:(1) disability
 
acceptance is difficult at schizophrenia onset;(2)recurrence destroys the existing sense of
 
values,thereby leading to an opportunity to establish new sense of values;and(3)recurrence
 
is an opportunity to build good personal relationships.
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